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University of Wollongong, AustraliaAny sufficiently advanced
technology is
indistinguishable from magic
Arthur C ClarkeJohn Sculley
Chief Executive of Apple Computer in 1988
“Teachers and students will
command a rich learning
environment that, had you
described it to me when I was
at school, would have seemed
entirely magical …John Sculley
Chief Executive of Apple Computer in 1988
… Imagine a screen
that can display in
vivid colour the inner
workings of a cell, the
births and deaths of
stars, the clashes of
armies, and the
triumphs of art.John Sculley
Chief Executive of Apple Computer in 1988
… And then imagine
that you have access to
all of this and more by
exerting little more
effort than simply
asking for it to appear.
It seems like magic,
























• Coaching and scaffolding
• Authentic assessment
(Herrington & 











A physical or virtual
environment that
reflects the way the
knowledge will be used
in real-lifeAuthentic context
• The context needs to
provide the purpose and
motivation for learning
• Ideas can be explored at
length
• A design to preserve the
complexity of the real-life
setting
• Not sufficient to simply
provide suitable examples
from real-world situations
to illustrate the concept or










• Best known as site of
2000 Olympics






















• Design activities that
have clear goals and
real-world relevance




• Activities which are
complex and ill-defined










Plan a 5 day trip
to Italy
• Students use discussion
forums to converse in
Italian with students in
a school in Italy
• Enquire about:




– customs and lifestyle















• Access to the way an
expert would think and
act
• Access to learners in
various levels of
expertise



































• Not just a single
perspective - such as a
textbook
• Sufficiently rich learning
environment to sustain
repeated examination





















Could humans live on Mars?Multiple perspectivesMultiple perspectives

































WritingCreate a talking book
• Students work in
pairs or small groups























• Problems that need to be
discussed
• Presentations to class
• Public presentation of
argument to enable




















Students create a film to






In order to explain it to
others they must
understand it and be able to
articulate the concepts
• What causes the
phases of the moon?
• What causes the
seasons?
• What is evaporation?















• The facility for students to move
around their learning environment and
to act upon reflection
























the learner by the





• No attempt to ‘transmit’
knowledge







































• Seamless integration of
assessment and task

























– ImagesRole of technologies in these
examples
• As rationale and context
• For information
• For scaffolding
• As cognitive tools
Technology in the hands of the student
(rather than the teacher)!David Jonassen:
‘Students cannot use [cognitive]
tools without thinking deeply
about the content that they are
learning, 
and second, if they
choose to use these
tools to help them
learn, the tools will
facilitate the learning
process’Checklist for design
    Authentic context
    Authentic activity
    Expert performances
    Multiple perspectives
    Collaboration
    Reflection
    Articulation
    Coaching and scaffolding






Downloadable papers, links to
sites and resources
www.uow.edu.au/~janh/cebu/
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